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Maximum Capacity Utilization 

Safe Sailing

Efficiency of Operations 

Collaboration of Teams

With the ever increasing complexity in the
seaborne trade it is of utmost importance for
vessel operators to find a balance between
maximum capacity utilization
and safe vessel operations. With the Navis
Stowage Planning solution operators are able to
save time and costs by providing a fully
integrated tool for more efficient and flexible
operations to central planner teams and their
global collaboration inside their organization. It
has been set up to help ship operators focus on
dynamic, efficient and profitable operations while
providing for the safest sailing possible for their
vessels in all situations.



SOLUTION SHEET

Kaleris is the leading provider of cloud-based supply chain execution and visibility technology
solutions. Many of the world’s largest brands rely on Kaleris for mission-critical logistics
technology in yard management, transportation management, and maintenance & repair
operations as well as terminal operating systems and ocean carrier & vessel solutions from our
premier Navis brand. By consolidating supply chain execution software assets across major
nodes and modes into a central Execution & Visibility Platform, we solve for the dark spots and
data gaps that cause friction and inefficiency in the global supply chain. Kaleris serves and
supports customers in 80 countries.info, reach us at marketing@kaleris.com

EVERY MOVE MATTERS

Features
 

Stowman DS offers highly accurate and flexible stowage planning with multi-port views for voyage planning,
condition and checks for on board and load list cargo. The solution is enabled to integrate stowage optimization
and to analyze business intelligence data. Stowman DS is minimizing incident risks by automatically taking into
account loading computer operational data like most up-to-date approved lashing calculations, stability and stress,
DG segregation, tank situation and trim already in the planning stage. It offers advanced planning functionality like
e.g. restows and shift moves, crane split and advanced crane operation functionality to minimize cargo operation
times in port and is saving time and reducing costs by managing up-to-date ship profiles flexibly through the Vessel
Pool. It allows an easy and fast distribution of workload across various planners and teams and is increasing visibility
across stakeholders and various workstations. It provides full visibility for the assigned responsible voyages to every
user and offers an im- and export function of standardized cargo data formats that are also used by terminals,
agencies and partner liners. 


